MyCartis NV.
MyCartis NV, a new player on the clinical and translational research market, aims at revolutionizing current healthcare systems. These are mostly based on treating the diseased rather than on caring better and longer for the healthy. The 'one size fits all' model is no longer sufficient and is unsustainable in the long run. Although it comes very scattered, today's access to molecular information has the potential to make healthcare more personal and effective, shifting it from treating diseases to improving quality of life. MyCartis wants to contribute to this process by developing broadly available next generation multiplex biomarker analysis solutions both at the technical and content levels. The Evalution™ platform provides a 'one technology fits all' solution to enable researchers to validate their biomarkers and assay providers to utilize them, no matter their physical nature: multiplexing in its true sense. The ability to quantify different types of markers on a single platform will help produce more comprehensive and coherent multiplex datasets, which will facilitate the integration into syndromic assay formats.